IMMIGRATION
DETENTION AND
HEALTHCARE
Immigration detention in the UK is arbitrary and
indefinite. It is not part of any criminal sentence nor is
it ordered by a judge, yet about 25,000 men, women
and children a year are criminalised in this way, locked
up in immigration removal centres (IRCs), mostly run
by private companies, and in mainstream prisons.
Many have mental and physical scars of torture
and other forms of persecution. Detainees’ medical
conditions are often exacerbated by, and sometimes
caused by, prolonged detention and inadequate
healthcare.

WHAT IS MEDICAL JUSTICE?
Medical Justice was founded in 2005 by an
immigration detainee on hunger-strike, and the
independent volunteer doctor who visited him at
Harmondsworth IRC at the request of a detainee
befriender.
Even though the detainee was on the verge of organ
failure, the Home Office refused to transfer him to
hospital until a High Court judge ordered them to do
so.
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Many of those detained are traumatised, having
survived war, detention without charge or trial, torture,
or rape in their own country. Many endure perilous
journeys only to get unexpectedly detained in the UK,
After being discharged from hospital, he and other
where they may relive past traumas of imprisonment.
ex-detainees, befrienders and doctors formed Medical Some have serious physical and mental conditions.
Justice.

WHAT DOES MEDICAL JUSTICE DO?

We use medical evidence to challenge medical
mistreatment of detainees and document the toxic
effect of indefinite detention. We hold the government
to account and campaign for lasting change
through policy work, strategic litigation, public and
parliamentary awareness raising, and mobilising
medical professionals.

Today we have 11 paid workers who liaise with
volunteer doctors and a network of lawyers,
campaigners, and ex-detainees. We handled 597 case
inquiries in the last financial year.

We have a waiting list of sick detainees. Some get
deported before we can reach them. We need more
health professionals to volunteer with us, and more
funding to hire additional staff.

Our volunteer doctors visited all the UK’s immigration
removal centres (IRCs) to document detainees’ scars
of torture and medical conditions, as well as challenge
instances of medical mistreatment.

After 14 years of visiting sick detainees, our Vision
remains unchanged - that the harm being caused
by IRCs is so widespread that the only solution is
to close them down (a view also held by the British
Medical Association). In time we will succeed in that
aim. In the interim, we work to reform the institutions
and to stand up for the rights of those incarcerated
within them.

We then started to get other doctors in to visit
detainees. In 2006, we negotiated a protocol with
the Home Office to formalise access for independent
doctors.

We assist detained men and women whose
histories may include being victims of torture,
trafficking, and rape. Some detainees have lived in
the UK for decades, and have spouses, children and
grandchildren here. Parents and children are often
separated by detention and deportation.

CHAIR’S FOREWORD
JO HABIB
Acting Chair
medico-legal reports?
That these reports can then be used by lawyers, very
often working pro bono, to help immigration detainees
get a fair hearing?
Imagine what the collective cost would be if these
highly professional people didn’t volunteer their time
and commitment.
Making all of this happen is the small Medical Justice
team of paid staff. Their dedication and skills are
equally remarkable and often, too, go unnoticed.
They have, collectively, an ability to keep very many
disparate balls in the air – the necessary day-to-day
tasks, the collection of data and the analysis of it, the
sudden emergencies, the detainee who is desperate
and the Home Office rule that needs an immediate
response, the networking with others, the support of
volunteers, the accounting to funders – and make it
seem easy. Professional jugglers, all.

Early in January 2019, just as the year covered in this
report was ending, I took over the role of Chair of
Medical Justice. I was, and still am, a relatively new
trustee and I am deeply grateful for the unstinting
support of the previous chair, my fellow trustees (in
particular Christine who has, alas, decided it’s time to
end her 12 year stint as a trustee) and the amazing
staff team who buoyed me up as I plunged into the
deep end.
Medical Justice does indeed operate in deep, and
often very murky waters. The year saw increasing
publicity given to the scandalous treatment of the
Windrush generation and government’s deliberate
operation of a hostile environment for refugees,
asylum seekers and migrants in general. In complete
contrast to this inhumane, unjust and sometimes
illegal set of policies and practices is, as I continue
to discover, a complex collection of volunteer
doctors and interpreters, lawyers, charitable funders
and others who together create a safety net for as
many vulnerable people experiencing immigration
detention as they can.
Their efforts are often unsung.
Who, in the wider world, knows that there are about
85 busy practising doctors who give up their spare
time to visit immigration detainees, often supported
by our team volunteer interpreters, and write detailed

The day-to-day effort of trying to support individual
people in immigration detention can sometimes seem
overwhelming but Medical Justice has always been
clear that it needs to address not just the symptoms but
also the causes of the problem. We do this by using our
research, based on medical evidence, to secure lasting
change through policy work and strategic litigation.
The Board of Trustees is delighted that at the end
of 2018 we appointed our first Parliamentary and
Research Analyst (see elsewhere in this report) to help
increase the visibility of our client group and to use
our casework data and research to effect structural
change.
WATCH THIS SPACE!

DIRECTOR’S REPORT

EMMA GINN
Director

During the last financial year Medical Justice successfully challenged the Home
Office’s incongruously named “Adults at Risk” policy, again. Clients in detention
who had been acknowledged by the Home Office as a victim of torture under
the previous definition were then later not accepted as such using the newer
definition. It’s hard to come to any other conclusion than that this is the Home
Office’s aim.
This year the government’s own detention statistics made its rationale
behind detention seem more ludicrous than ever. The existing, much cheaper
alternative to detention is requiring migrants to sign at reporting centres
periodically – 95% of them do so.
The Home Office detains many migrants signing at reporting centres, at the very
point they are demonstrating their compliance - this does nothing to deal with
the 5% who do not comply. Furthermore, 84% of those taken to Yarl’s Wood
IRC were not in fact removed from the UK and were later released back into the
community. IRCs are highly ineffective in achieving their stated aim.
It’s hard to see who wins, other than the private companies who operate IRCs.
It is easy to see that detainees lose. They are often harmed in the process. It is
now widely accepted that medical mistreatment is endemic, that immigration
detention can exacerbate existing medical conditions and be the cause of
mental illness.
Something as harmful, expensive and massively ineffective as immigration
detention is not a rational response to something as successful as a 95%
reporting compliance rate.

Pic below: outside
Campsfield IRC after it
closed down

In response to a Home Office commissioned review that found detention was
over-used, Campsfield IRC was closed in December 2018. This follows closures
of the Verne, Lindholme, Dover, and Haslar IRCs – the fact that the Home
Office can manage without these IRCs suggests they could manage without
the remaining IRCs, especially as the percentage of detainees that get released
from them increases.
We wonder if the Home Office’s strategy is to focus IRCs around Heathrow and
Gatwick, coupled with their “no-notice removal windows”, in the expectation that

“I am pleased to know that Campsfield IRC no
longer exists. I am survivor of torture and I was
locked for 4 months into that detention where I
suffered for another torture as my mental health
was deteriorated by being locked into that place
after fled my country. I am glad that place no
longer exist because I never accept any other
human beings to go through...

they can remove people from the UK more quickly, with fewer legal challenge by
detainees. Represented by the diligent Public Law Project, Medical Justice lodged
legal proceedings challenging the “no-notice removal windows” policy in January
2019.
Numerous detainees suffered catastrophic mental deterioration. 5 detainees at
Yarl’s Wood IRC were sectioned (detained under the Mental Health Act) in 2018.
Three died in detention during the year – their deaths while in detention, like all
the others in previous years, were avoidable as detention is optional.
The lack of public outrage points to dehumanisation of immigration detainees –
harming them has become more normalised, as acceptable collateral damage in
a seemingly futile game of charades.
During the year the Windrush scandal exposed how the Home Office can be
deliberately cruel to a whole community – and that’s just what they do in plain
sight. This has led to a welcomed more questioning public and parliamentary
attitude towards the Home Office. We ended the financial year with an uplifting
agreement from parliamentarians that establishing an All Party Parliamentary
Group was apt, and that Medical Justice is well placed to act as the secretariat.

Picture above: High Court
prior to Judicial Review
about the investigation
inot abuse of detainees at
Brook House caught on BBC
Panorama cameras.

I am incredibly proud to work for Medical Justice. I am in as much awe as ever
by the selfless volunteering of all our clinicians and interpreters. Our staff are all
tremendous and highly respected. We are encouraged by our funders and donors
whose trust and support enables us to reach more vulnerable detainees. We
are inspired by detainees’ courage to survive and their brave support of fellow
detainees.
Despite the endless and senseless brutality we come across every day,
we remain determined to assist as many detainees as possible and use
their evidence of harm to secure lasting change, as long as interim reforms
precipitate the end of immigration detention rather than prop up the regime –
known and premeditated harm to human beings for administrative convenience
is unethical and unconscionable.
Emma Ginn
Director
Picture below: Medical
Justice team on the London
Legal Walk 2019

... what I have in Campsfield IRC. That place was
a living hell where I was made to relive further
torture. Thanks to Medical Justice for saving my
life and making sure that place would never ever
open again EVER.
- Medical Justice former client, Mr D.Mavungu

CASEWORK

THERESA SCHLEICHER
Casework Manager

The work of the casework team remains much of the
same as in the past years. Despite promises from the
government that new policies would lead to vulnerable
people being better protected from being detained, we
continue to have no shortage of referrals.
Most of our clients are survivors of torture or trafficking
and bear the physical and psychological scars of their
experiences. They are detained despite the government
having long accepted that detention causes harm to anyone - but those with a history of trauma being
especially at risk.

Theresa at the Stanger’s Dining Rooms in the
House of Commons

One of our clients recently told us that during his
immigration detention in the UK, which lasted for many
months, every day he re-experienced his 10-day-long
detention and torture in Sri Lanka. He now has refugee
status in the UK but the experience of immigration
detention still affects him today.

We also continue to receive complaints about
Casework for individual detainees remains at the centre inadequate healthcare provision in detention. One
of Medical Justice’s work and all policy, research and client was detained without his regular medication and
litigation flows from it.
was only prescribed it 10 days later, on the day he was
released.
In the week this report is going to print, 7 of our clients
were scheduled to be removed from the UK (one of
them twice). None of them were ultimately removed.
Two have now already been released. We expect many
will eventually be granted the right to stay in the UK.
Referrals between 1 Feb 2018 - 31 Jan 2019
This is an indication of the effectiveness of Medical
Justice casework and the fantastic work our volunteer
Immigration Detention Centre
No. of referrals
doctors and interpreters have been doing, carrying out
Brook House
70
assessments and writing up reports at all hours.
It is also an indication of how many people the Home
Office attempts to remove, who should not be removed
from the UK, who are either medically unfit to fly or
who have medical evidence of torture or trafficking
and had not had the opportunity to have that evidence
documented until they got within days of being
removed.
It would not be possible to achieve this without our
many partners: including the visitors’ groups who
refer clients to us and support them practically and
emotionally and the solicitors who take on our client’s
cases and use our reports.
During the past year our Casework Manager, Theresa
Schleicher was on maternity leave for 7 months. Our
brilliant caseworkers Lisa Incledon and Charlotte
Mathysse both shared covering for Theresa and did a
fantastic job. Sam Tippett, a new caseworker, joined
the team. Sam turned out to be a great addition to the
team and we were lucky to be able to keep him on after
Theresa returned to work.

Campsfield

20

Colnbrook

94

Dungavel

5

Harmondsworth

161

Morton Hall

31

Tinsley House

21

The Verne

0

Yarl’s Wood

126

Prison

17

Other

3

Short term holding facility

0

TOTAL

597

CLINICAL WORK
DR MARY KAMARA and
DR RACHEL BINGHAM
More than a year has passed since, with sorrow, we
said goodbye to Naomi Hartree, the clinical lead for
Medical Justice. Our new Clinical Advisors, Rachel
and Mary, are forever thankful for Naomi’s selfless
dedication and the collection of meticulous resources
and inspiring ideas she left behind; she will not be
forgotten.

Dr Mary Kamara and Dr Rachel Bingham

Inadequate use of
interpreters leaving
clients unaware of their
diagnosis, test results,
plan of care, or reason
for segregation.
Segregation being
used in response to self
harming or agitated
behaviour
Delays in obtaining
clinical results and a
failure to share these
results with the patient,
including cases of
inadequate monitoring
for cancer of the
blood, anticoagulant
medication, and
diabetes.

Restraint being
used in attempted
removals, leading to
injuries from handcuffs
and psychological
trauma.

Our clinicians remain troubled by the low standards
of care delivered in the immigration removal centres.
We are shocked at the risks to people’s health and
lives that the Home Office deem to be acceptable.
Examples of our concerns over the course of the year
include:

Failure to provide a
medical practitioner
of the same gender
as the client in
cases of previous
sexual violence and
rape, including for
documentation of
traumatic experiences
in rule 35 reports.

Detention disrupting
ongoing pathways
of care resulting in
hospital appointments
and operations being
missed, and patients
having to return to
the start of the referral
pathway.

Deportation without
detainees being
aware if they have
sufficient medication
to cover the flight and
the days following
the arrival at their
destination.

Missed psychology
and counselling
appointments due to
the detainee being
locked in a separate
part of the building,
or not knowing about
the appointment.

Reluctance to transfer
patients to hospital as
an emergency when
this is indicated.

The use of medical
escorts being
used to justify
the attempted
deportation of
severely mentally ill
clients, who are not fit
to fly.

Our doctors continue to document severe
deterioration in mental health in detention, with many
clients experiencing suicidal thoughts or self-harm.
A recent client reporting suicidal thinking had selfharm scars on their arms, face and abdomen.
However, they were not offered any form of
psychological support. They had not had their
antidepressant re-prescribed, instead receiving only a
herbal sleeping tablet.
In a separate case, the IRC’s clinical psychologist
stated that detention was harmful to a client. The
individual had tried to hang themselves, and was
refusing to eat or drink.
A Medical Justice doctor assessed them as unfit to
fly due to their high risk of suicide, and warned of
dangerous and disruptive behaviour during the flight.
Despite these warnings, an attempt at removal took
place. The client proved so distressed and disruptive,
that the pilot refused to take off.
Our Medico-legal reports and urgent clinical
interventions continue to be effective in preventing
deportation of clients who are at risk of harm,
securing bail for clients whose health is at risk in
detention, and helping clients to get their medical
evidence properly considered in their legal case.

THANKS AND GRATITUDE

We would like to thank all our volunteer clinicians for
their time and their expertise, given to clients, many
of whom who have been neglected and harmed in
detention.
Medical Justice Doctors who examine clients must be
fully registered with the GMC, with a licence to practice.
Full registration requires a process of revalidation
every 5 years, overseen by a Responsible Officer in a
Designated Body.
Most of our volunteers have their revalidation arranged
by their NHS employer. However some of our most
dedicated and available volunteers are retired or semi
retired. In their case, we are glad to be able to offer
appraisal and revalidation, to support and facilitate
their hard work and the assistance they provide to
Medical Justice clients.

In a recent determination a judge wrote,

“It is extremely unfortunate that the
appellant was detained for over six
months in the UK, despite the opinions
of two doctors that she was manifestly
unfit
for
detention...the
medical
evidence now available is pivotal to a
new decision being made... The medical
and psychiatric evidence provides a
compelling case for the appellant’s
account being true.... an individual who
is patently vulnerable.”
We also thank our team of volunteer appraisers: Drs
Brian Briggs, Thelma Thomas and Tim Fetherston.

TRAINING

Periodically we hold Basics Training Days for new
volunteers at Doughty Street Chambers, and will
be next repeated on 12th October 2019. We plan to
increase access to online resources and pilot two
online training modules covering the basics of the
scarring and mental health assessment.
Our most recent Advanced Training Day for current
volunteers included 5 talks on specialist subject
areas relevant to writing MLRs, as well as a Peer
Support session. Our next Advanced Training Day will
be held on 14th September 2019.
On 31st January 2019 we ran a workshop for
delegates at the Health and Justice Summit
organised by the RCGP Secure Environments Group,
which was held in Liverpool. Our workshop explored
the healthcare provisions in immigration removal
centres.
As a result of this, we were subsequently invited to
give a training session to the CQC Health and Justice
Inspectors, and several HMIP health and social
care inspectors, focussing on the quality of care for
vulnerable adults in the IRCs.

During the year we have also taken part in events
about healthcare for migrants, organised by the
Cambridge University International Development
We
offer
sincere Society, and the Severn Global Health Society.
gratitude to Angela
Burnett
(pictured) REPORTS AND REVIEWING
who
became
our
Responsible Officer in Special thanks to Drs Thelma Thomas, Teresa Wozniak
October 2018, allowing and Tim Fetherston, who work alongside Mary and
Medical Justice to Rachel as clinical peer reviewers for Medical Justice.
remain a Designated We now run a quarterly reviewers’ forum to achieve
Body. Angela has a higher consistency in our medico-legal reports (MLRs),
remarkable
breadth to maximise their effectiveness and accuracy. The
of experience to draw forum ensures that our reviewing process is rigorous
upon, and has worked and consistent, and that our volunteer doctors are
alongside Rachel and Mary in updating our clinical receiving a high standard of support.
policies. A visit from the Higher Level Responsible
Officer is planned for mid-July 2019.

GALVANISING
MEDICAL
PROFESSIONALS

Janahan Sivanthan - Former detainee

EX-DETAINEE INVOLVEMENT
The involvement of ex-detainees is vital to the
success and sustainability of Medical Justice.
Our policy is to ensure our board of trustees includes
ex-detainees to help ensure that our strategic
direction and operational decisions reflect the needs
of detainees.
Ex-detainees play a vital role in training our volunteers
and helping them to understand the experience of
being in detention, the impact a visit from a volunteer
doctor can have, and how to better empathise with the
clients they visit.

British Medical Association - Medical Justice used to
be alone in warning that IRC doctors have untenable
dual-loyalties. Our warnings were greatly strengthened
by the British Medical Association (BMA) Medical
Ethics Committee November 2017 report “Locked up,
locked out: health and human rights in immigration
detention” and the motion that IRCs should be phased
out. Medical Justice and MIND were the only NGOs
included in the BMA’s expert panel, which reconvened
after Shaw’s re-review reported.
Secure Environment Group at Royal College of GPs –
Medical Justice participates in this group. It planned
its engagement in the Home Office consultation on the
revision of the Detention Centre Rules, as far as they
pertain to healthcare.
Faculty of Forensic and Legal Medicine – Medical Justice
provided input for the drafting of quality standards for
healthcare personnel working with victims of torture.
The Royal Collage of Psychiatrists Working Group
on Asylum - Medical Justice continues to work with
this group including discussions on its statement,
recognising that immigration detention conditions can
cause mental illness.

For example, joined the NHS England Patient / Public
Voice member of the Health and Justice Stakeholder
and Lived Experience Strategic Advisory Group
Usually an ex-detainee is a speaker at the public
events we hold (pictured above). These opportunities Conference on Migrant Mental Health at Royal Society
will increase next year with the APPG on Immigration of Medicine – Medical Justice helped chair one of the
Detention. We often link journalists with ex-detainees panels on mental health in immigration detention.
who would like to speak to the media about detention.

NHS ENGLAND ENGAGEMENT
As the only organisation to send volunteer doctors
into all the detention centres in the UK, Medical
Justice has a unique insight into the operations of
healthcare across the centres and across providers.
Medical Justice participated in the Task & Finish
group to steer the development of the revision of
the NHSE Health & Justice Primary Care service
specification for IRCs. Medical Justice was the only
NGO present amongst NHS England, Public Health
England, the Home Office and experts by experience,
including an ex-detainee – Ms AK - a former trustee of
Medical Justice.
Ms AK has joined the NHS England Patient / Public
Voice member of the Health and Justice Stakeholder
and Lived Experience Strategic Advisory Group, a
new group aimed at developing ‘patient and public’
participation in Health and Justice Commissioning in
IRCs.

“The environment was much like a
prison. Checkpoints, robust security,
deprivation of liberty and of dignity.
I was most struck by the psychological
distress
of
the
patients
whose
assessments I observed. I have been a
doctor for over 10 years and am used to
seeing patients who may be vulnerable
or who are suffering physically or
mentally.
But there was helplessness, despair and
fear that was most apparent in these
patients that was totally alien to me.
It is hard to see how the environment
would not adversely affect any person’s
physical or mental health, let alone the
most vulnerable.”
– Medical Justice volunteer doctor

POLICY AND RESEARCH

KRIS HARRIS
Policy and Research Manager

SUBMISSIONS TO ‘REVIEWS’
Tribunal Procedure Committee’s (TPC) consultation
on a new Detained Fast Track - In October 2018,
Medical Justice responded to the TPC’s consultation
on a new Detained Fast Track which the courts
found to be unlawful in 2015. [In what represents a
victory for the seven expert organisations, including
Medical Justice, that responded to its consultation,
the TPC said in June 2019 said that it would not be
re-introducing a system like the Detained Fast Track,
pointing out that any such system would need so
many safeguards to maintain some semblance of
due process that it wouldn’t speed things up anyway].
UN Committee Against Torture (UNCAT) via REDRESS
– Medical Justice submitted evidence to the joint
NGO shadow report coordinated by REDRESS who
co-ordinated input to a report which was later
submitted to UNCAT.

Kris Harris - Policy and Research Manager

Medical evidence generated through our casework
enables us to document the prevalence and harm of
systemic failures in healthcare. As the only group in the
UK that sends independent doctors to visit detainees,
our evidence base is unique and growing.

POLICY WORK
We use our research to confront the Home Office with
the impact of its policy failures. It routinely stonewalls
our evidence of harm caused by detention, claiming
that the cases are isolated incidents or that things have
improved since.
The Home Office seems reluctant to meet those who
challenge it. Stakeholder engagement appears to be
troublesome for the Home Office, making policy work
arduous.

Joint Committee on Human Rights (JCHR) – Medical
Justice continued to feed into the JCHR inquiry
into detention. The report of the inquiry was later
published in February 2019.
Home Affairs Committee (HAC) - The HAC inquiry was
initially in response to the BBC Panorama programme
about abuse captured by undercover cameras in
Brook House IRC. The inquiry’s remit was later
expanded to Morton Hall IRC because of the number
of deaths there, and then to Yarl’s Wood IRC because
of the hungerstrike. The remit ended up covering
many aspects of immigration detention, including:
the initial process of detention, Rule 35 process and
the Adults at Risk policy, healthcare, the complaints
complaint and oversight mechanisms, whether
detention should be time-limited and alternatives to
detention.

Medical Justice submitted evidence in April 2018
and Kris Harris gave oral evidence in May 2018
alongside 3 clients of Medical Justice, BID and
Women for Refugee Women. Kris and a former client
were interviewed just before the evidence session by
Medical Justice is a member of the National Asylum Channel 5 News.
Seeker Stakeholder (NASF) forum. We participate in
the Detention Sub-Group.
We also belong to the Decision Making sub-group to
ensure we influence and keep up to date on asylum
decision making and in particular the application of
standard of proof, the treatment of medical reports,
safeguarding and Detained Asylum Casework.

SHAW RE-REVIEW
On the 24th July 2018, the last day before summer
recess, the Home Office published Stephen Shaw’s
re-review into the welfare of vulnerable people in
detention. The review was tasked with assessing the
Home Office’s progress towards the recommendations
of his first report.
The re-review raises serious concerns about a number
of issues and echoes many of our concerns about the
shortcomings of the Adults at Risk policy – namely
that it has not led to a reduction of the detention of
vulnerable people. Shaw pointed to a range of evidence
which highlights the failings of the Home Office’s
INDEPENDENT CHIEF INSPECTOR OF
Adults at Risk (AAR) policy.
When he conducted his review 44% of those held in
detention were classed as Adults at Risk. Identifying
people without releasing them demonstrates the
failure of the policy in our eyes. Shaw reported that the
majority of NGOs who submitted evidence to him felt
that the AAR policy had made matters worse.

IMMIGRATION AND BORDERS (ICIBI)

Following the recommendation of the Shaw’s re-review
the Independent Chief Inspector of Immigration and
Borders (ICIBI) has taken up an annual review of the
Adults at Risk policy. The first annual review focuses
on the identification of vulnerable people prior to and
in detention. Medical Justice submitted a substantial
amount of evidence, in a joint submission with
Immigration Law Practitioner’s Association. Medical
Justice is a member of part of the new Adults at Risk
forum to advice on future inspections and we continued
to participate in the ICIBIs Refugee and Asylum Forum.

In addition ‘Every centre manager told me they had
seen no difference in the number of vulnerable
detainees and in some cases it had increased’… ‘it was
said that AAR had weakened safeguards’… Doctors felt
there was a ‘culture of disbelief’ and that ‘their clinical
views were not being taken seriously by Home Office On the 18th July 2018 Medical Justice published
caseworkers’… ‘that caseworkers ignore rule 35 reports “Putting Adults at Risk”, a short overview of the Adults at
and challenge medical views on fitness for detention’. Risk policy and its shortcomings, in preparation for the
publication of Shaw’s re-review and as a helpful guide to
He also found that “Home Office staff felt significant other organisations, statutory bodies, parliamentarians
pressure to maximise removals and there may be and media who may welcome analysis regarding this
tension between this and dealing appropriately with rather technical and complex policy.
vulnerable people.”
The Home Office accepted the broad recommendations
of the review and in a ministerial statement the Home
Secretary Sajid Javid outlined four main priority areas
to be worked on by the Shaw Review Board:
Encouraging and supporting people to take up voluntary
return and reducing reliance on detention. As part of this
announced alternative to detention pilot at Yarl’s Wood
IRC.
Improve protections for vulnerable detainees including
looking at the Rule 35 reports and training staff
Dignity in detention – improving basic conditions such
as three detainees to a room, exposed toilets, etc.
Greater transparency around immigration detention –
including commissioning an annual report on Adults at
Risk policy from Independent Chief Inspector of Borders

NEWS
“PUNITIVE DEPORTATIONS FOR WOMEN
WHO HAVE DARED TO GO ON HUNGER
STRIKE”

ALL-PARTY PARLIAMENTARY GROUP
(APPG)

Medical Justice responded to a draft Detention
Service Order on Food and Fluid Refusers in 2017.
Then in March 2018, hunger-strikers at Yarl’s Wood
IRC were sent letters by the Home Office, threatening
accelerated removal from the UK if they continue with
their protest.

Medical Justice has always sought to engage
parliamentarians in its activities. To strengthen
and grow this work, we have decided to encourage
parliamentarians to establish an All-Party Parliamentary
Group (APPG) on Immigration Detention and offer
Medical Justice as the secretariat.

The Immigration Minister confirmed that the threat
was part of official Home Office policy after being
challenged in the Commons by the shadow home
secretary, Diane Abbott, who said the letters “sound
like punitive deportations for women who have dared
to go on hunger strike”.

The group will provide a forum in which parliamentarians,
people with experience of detention and external
organisations can share information about detention,
raise concerns and press for change.

The Immigration Minister said the letters followed the
Detention Service Order being published on the Home
Office website in November 2018 and “was agreed
after consultation with NHS England, Medical Justice,
the Immigration Law Practitioners’ Association and
other NGOs.”
When ‘consulted’, we wrote to the Home Office; “For
detention to be legal, the Home Office should only
exercise the power of detention for the minimum
possible time in every case. [The policy] appears
to suggest that this is in fact not the case and also
implies that removal can be expedited as a punitive
measure. That approach is wholly inappropriate and
contrary to clinical best practice”.

Alison Thewliss, SNP MP for Glasgow Central, has
already expressed her willingness to chair the group.
Medical Justice will act as the APPG’s secretariat,
providing it with organisational and analytical support.
Our new Parliamentary and Research Analyst Elspeth
Macdonald will be leading efforts to establish the
APPG and get its activities underway.
Elspeth joined Medical Justice in mid-January.
She brings with her considerable experience of
parliamentary engagement work, including five years
at Westminster itself and subsequent roles in the legal
and charity sectors. Her most recent position was at
campaigning group the Migrants’ Rights Network, and
included running the All-Party Parliamentary Group
on Migration. She also has four years’ experience of
volunteering with unaccompanied minors in the UK.

We were ignored.

Medical Justice placards at
Yarl’s Wood Solidarity Demonstration

Elspeth Macdonald - Parliamentary and Research Analyst

VOLUNTEER
INTERPRETERS
CHARLOTTE MATHYSSE
Caseworker
We are also extremely grateful to all the students
at the Pro-bono Legal Translation Service at BPP
University who translated our Patient Satisfaction
Questionnaire for us. We now have it available in 16
different languages! Particular thanks goes to Queenie
for coordinating all the translations.
We are still actively recruiting new volunteers and
particularly welcome people who interpret Urdu,
Vietnamese, Pashtu, Dari, Bengali, Albanian, Turkish,
Kurdish, Tigrinya, Amharic and Tamil.

Charlotte Mathysse - Caseworker

And finally, a big well done to our fantastic interpreters
Dashini and Angie who won our 2018 Volunteer of the
Year Award!

At Medical Justice we have a wonderful group of
experienced volunteer interpreters who support us in
interpreting at our medical visits to detention centres
and also over the phone for our clients. We have also
welcomed new interpreters this year who speak a
multitude of languages!
We’re very grateful to Dr James Minney (from
Southampton University), Dr Beverley Costa (Pasalo
Project) and Latifa Chentouf (one of our most
experienced interpreters) who ran sessions at our
training days for new interpreters.
Latifa Chentouf and Charlotte Mathysse attended
Westminster University Careers Fair and ran a stall to
recruit new interpreters. We got a fantastic response
and many new volunteers who signed up.
Dr Beverley Costa has continued to run a very popular
monthly supervision group for our volunteers. We’ve
had fantastic feedback from this group and our
interpreters have said that they feel supported and that
they have a forum to reflect on their work. The group
has expanded and includes new volunteers as well.
Beverley is training the wonderful Latifa Chentouf
and Lisa Incledon (Medical Justice caseworker) to
become ‘apprentices’ who will eventually be able to
take over the facilitation of the group. Beverley also
ran a session for Medical Justice staff on working with
interpreters. The training was a fantastic opportunity
for us to discuss how to best work with and support our
volunteers and to also reflect on our communication.

Volunteer Interpreter Group

STRATEGIC
LITIGATION
REMOVAL WINDOW CASE
In 2010 we brought a Judicial Review challenge of the
Home Office’s policy of removing some people from
the UK without any notice - simply bundling them
into a van and driving them straight to the airport.
Unsurprisingly, it was found that this policy violated
the right to access the courts to challenge one’s
removal. It was therefore unlawful.
More recently the Home Office brought in a new
policy that raises very similar concerns: the ‘Removal
Window’ policy allowed the Home Office to inform
people of their ‘liability of removal’ (at the same time
as asking them to raise any reasons why they should
not be removed). They were then given between 3-7
days’ time to raise any challenge to their removal.
After that time, they could be removed at any point,
without notice, during the following three months.
Suddenly a huge number of our clients were on
‘removal windows’.
When preparing medical reports for them, we would
never know how much time there was, since clients
could simply disappear any day without warning. We
sought to refer these clients to legal representatives.
Some managed to access legal advice and
representation during the initial 3-day period, others
not. Some had solicitors who made representations to
the Home Office, about why they shouldn’t be removed,
during the first 3 days, only for those to be refused
once they were in the 3 month ‘no notice’ window and
they were then told they would be removed the same
day.
In early 2019 we decided to bring a Judicial Review
challenge of this policy.
We are represented in this case by the same brilliant
legal team who represented us in 2010 - the Public
Law Project and Charlotte Kilroy QC. Currently the
policy is suspended due to our case.

JOINT INTERVENTION IN THE SUPREME
COURT IN THE CASE OF KV
In 2018 we intervened, jointly with the other two main

organisations providing medical reports documenting
evidence of torture, Freedom from Torture and the
Helen Bamber Foundation, in the case of KV. We were
represented pro bono by Stephanie Harrison QC, Ali
Bandegani and Mark Symes and Freshfields Bruckhaus
Deringer LLP.
KV is a Sri Lankan asylum seeker.
He had scarring, including in his back, which medical
experts found was ‘highly consistent’ with having been
burnt with hot metal rods.
The Tribunal dismissed his asylum claim, saying
that the scars could have been ‘self-inflicted by
proxy’, ie inflicted on him at his request. The Court of
Appeal criticised the medical expert, stating they had
trespassed beyond their proper remit.
The Supreme Court questioned the Tribunal’s
reasoning in considering ‘self-infliction by proxy’ and
reasserted the role of the medical expert in assessing
and documenting evidence of torture.
This is an important victory for torture survivors who
come to the UK seeking international protection and
whose main evidence is often their bodies and their
physical and psychological scars of torture.
The case is also a reminder of the impossible barriers
asylum seekers like KV face in establishing their case
and gaining protection in the UK.

ADULTS AT RISK
The battle to improve the ‘Adults at Risk’ policy, the
Home Office’s flagship policy to protect vulnerable
people from being detained and being harmed in
detention, has continued through this year. During
the previous years we attempted to engage with the
Home Office regarding their narrowing of the defintion
of torture. All attempts to engage constructively
were rebuffed and so, in 2017, we decided to bring a
Judicial Review challenging the new definition.
We won - the High Court found that the policy change
excluded potentially highly vulnerable people leading
to them to be left to deteriorate in detention.
Last year the Home Office introduced a further
change to the definition for torture, again narrowing
it. Again we started seeing detainees being excluded
from the safeguards designed to protect them from
detention, on the basis that they were deemed not to
meet the definition.
Again, we worked with other NGOs and
parliamentarians and attempted to work with the
Home Office to raise our concerns and bring about
reconsideration of the decision. Yet again our efforts
to engage were rebuffed and we found ourselves
with no other option to protect vulnerable torture
survivors, than to bring Judicial Review Proceedings.
At the end of the MJ year (January 2019) the case
was stayed following the Home Office making
concessions on all the main points.
We are grateful to Jed Pennington at Bhatt Murphy,
Shu Shin Luh at Garden Court Chambers and Ben
Jaffey QC at Blackstone Chambers who represented
us so expertly.
This is the 4th time we brought or contributed to
legal challenges to the narrowing of the definition of
torture in the Home Office’s detention policy.

MEDICAL JUSTICE STRATEGIC LITIGATION
ADVISORY GROUP
We would like to thank the members of this group who
are an invaluable source of advice for all of our work in
this area:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leonie Hirst, barrister at Hirst Chambers
Michelle Knorr, barrister at Doughty Street
Jessie Nicholls, barrister at Doughty Street
Jane Ryan, solicitor at Bhatt Murphy Solicitors
Sue Willman, partner at Deighton Pierce Glynn
Tom Southerden, Amnesty International

DEATHS IN
DETENTION
Locking people up in detention centres without have an investigation. The ombudsman’s office does

meaningful judicial oversight is unnecessary as were not currently have the resources to investigate such
the deaths in detention. Some of the deaths resulted cases.”
from catastrophic failures which could have been
2nd December 2018 - Redouine Bouamama, - Mitie, the
avoided.
private company that operates Harmondsworth IRC,
Our research report “Death in Immigration Detention: issued letters to detainees saying that Mr Bouamama
2000-2015” identified systemic problems including has been taken ill, that CPR had been administered, but
the inappropriate detention of vulnerable detainees, an that he had died.
over-reliance on use of restraints, failures of healthcare,
and inadequate safeguards for immigration detainees PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED DEATH
held in prisons. These failures recurred year on year in UNCOVERED BY THE ANNUAL PPO REPORT
the same centres and across centres without apparent
The PPO report was published on 10th October 2018
improvement.
and mentioned a death of an immigration detainee
held in prison that potentially hadn’t been identified by
Deaths during the year that we know of:
any NGOs, visitors groups or lawyers.
February 23rd 2018 - Ketheeswaren Kunarathnam,
a 45 year old Sri Lankan, hanged himself in HMP HOME OFFICE ACCUSED OF “MANIPULATING
Wormwood Scrubs. He had had a criminal sentence of STATISTICS” RELATING TO DEATHS
28 days for Criminal Damage and had been held under
immigration powers for 6 months before he hanged In December 2018 a coroner has accused the Home
Office of “manipulating statistics” relating to deaths
himself.
in immigration detention after it emerged that some
12th March 2018 - Nancy Motsamai, a 35 year old South records relating to the death of a 35-year-old Polish
African woman, who collapsed during an attempted man, Michal Netyks, had been deleted.
removal from the UK was accused by immigration
officials of faking illness to avoid being put on a plane Netyks had completed a short prison sentence and had
but died five days later. Nancy’s husband, Fusi, said she packed his bags ready for release when he received the
felt unwell while they were at Eaton House reporting news that, instead of being freed, the Home Office was
centre. When the couple were taken to Heathrow going to deport him to Poland. Soon after he received
airport several hours later she collapsed in a corridor. the news he jumped from a floor of the building and
died from a head injury. The jury concluded that the
Fusi said that an immigration official at the airport told cause of death was suicide, partly contributed to by
Nancy that he would handcuff her hands and feet and the immigration deportation process. Netyks had lived
make her walk to the plane like a penguin, and that he and worked in the UK for 12 years.
would put her onto the plane even if he had to carry her.
Deaths of immigration detainees being held in prisons
Officials then decided to put the couple into detention are not counted in the statistics. As a part of as part
instead. Nancy had said that a nurse at the detention of new “transparency data”, the Home Office published
centre told her she was too ill to be detained, but the immigration detention death statistics in November
nurse was overruled by a superior and she was held 2018, for the first time ever.
overnight. She collapsed and died of a pulmonary
embolism five days later. In October the Home Office It said there had only been 4 deaths in 2017 whereas
Medical Justice had recorded 11.
informed Fusi that it still intended to remove him.
The Prison & Probation Ombudsman reported: “We In response to our questioning, the Home Office
will not be carrying out an investigation into this case admitted that deaths of immigration detainees held in
as it was after release so is discretionary whether we prisons, were not included in the data.

EVENTS
MEDICAL JUSTICE AGM 19 JULY 2018
224 people booked places to attend the AGM and
hear our speakers ;
•
•
•

Diane Abbott MP, Shadow Home Secretary
Dr John Chisholm CBE, Chair of the Medical
Ethics Committee at the British Medical
Association (BMA)
Jasmine, an ex-detainee

“[Immigration detention is] a system - as we
know it, that should end”
- Diane Abbott MP

Diane Abbott said that when she becomes Home
Secretary she would close Yarl’s Wood IRC and
Brook House IRC and review all other IRCs.
She said that politicians need to show leadership,
that they shouldn’t be driven by the media, that the
nature of the debate needs to be changed, that
moral responsibility should be taken.
John Chisholm said that the BMA believed
detention centres should be scrapped. But in
the meantime, doctors working in them needed
to be given support and encouraged to maintain
their clinical independence. Dual loyalties were a
problem and it was easy for clinicians to become
agents of the system.
Jasmine said “Detention intensifies any issues you
have, and causes issues you never had before”.
She said that nobody trusted the doctors at Yarl’s
Wood and that the healthcare rooms were next
to the segregation area (from which people were
taken off to be removed) and there were cases
where someone summoned to see the doctor
might find themselves jumped on by guards and
put into segregation.

FESTIVE PARTY
Every December we hold a Festive Party, bringing
together volunteers, lawyers, ex-detainees and
supporters.
Sometimes there are emotional
reunions as an ex-detainee meets the volunteer
doctors that visited them in detention.
The legendary Congoese soukous band, Kasai
Masai, play for us – few can resist getting up on
the dance floor.
Make sure to be on the mailing list so not to miss
next year’s party!

TREASURER’S REPORT
DR HILARY PICKLES
Acting hon treasurer

After many years’ association with Medical Justice, I
started as trustee and then honorary treasurer towards
the end of this financial year. In my new role, I took a
fresh look the last annual accounts.

Whether enabling health professionals to visit detainees
or undertaking that strategic litigation or policy work that
promises to change the system for the better, the paid
staff have a reach that far exceeds their salary costs.
Well done to them all.

I already knew that unlike many small charities at this
difficult time, the current balance sheet looks healthy, One of the consequences of the success of Medical
thanks to the continuing generosity of our many donors. Justice (Network Limited) is that we now have more
staff which means we can help even more detainees.
Income includes small ad hoc and regular donations and This also means the office is very overcrowded. But any
some fees for services, when volunteer doctors donate move is likely to involve greater costs, since the rent for
fees to Medical Justice for their medico-legal reports, our current office is modest for a London location.
but the big money comes from the many charitable
trusts which have supported us over the years. Some This becomes just one of the many items which informs
of these, like Comic Relief, themselves come from a our financial future and explains why we have continuing
large number of small donors. So lots of people enable need for generosity from donors. We thank those that
Medical Justice and must be thanked for that.
have enabled the work to date, and as this report shows,
your money was spent well. But as existing grants come
The accounts estimate the value of professional to their natural conclusion, and most of our large ones
services provided by our volunteers as around £173,400, do at around the same time as each other, we need to
though we know what they give to us goes well beyond attract more grants.
any notional market value. They are core to what we do
and we cannot operate without them.
We appear to be facing a modest deficit in this coming
financial year, and very considerably more in the following
I can see what attracts our donors in the work we do. one. That means we are on the lookout for new sources
The need is great and the cause is compelling, and most of funds: alert us please to any suitable funding pot we
importantly, the expenditure is economical and well- appear to have missed.
targeted and so presents very good value for money.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST JANUARY 2019
Income and endowments from:
Donations and legacies
Charitable activities
Investments
Other income
Total income

Unrestricted funds £

Restricted funds £

2019 Total £

2018 Total £

233,263
184,341
113
2,000
419,717

205,416
205,416

233,263
389,757
113
2,000
625,133

210,950
294,091
1,024
506,065

233
280,645

210,416

233
491,061

216
467,556

280,878

210,416

491,294

467,772

138,839
191,481
330,320

-5000
5,000
-

133,839
196,481
330,320

38,293
158,188
196,481

Expenditure on:
Raising funds
Charitable activities
Total resources expended
Net income/(expenditure) for the year/
Net movement in funds
Fund balances at 1 February 2018
Fund balances at 31 January 2019

BALANCE SHEET AT 31 JANUARY 2019
2019
£
Fixed assets
Tangible assets
Current assets
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand
Creditors: amounts falling due within
one year
Net current assets
Total assets less current liabilities
Income funds
Restricted funds
Unrestricted funds

£

2018
£

£
8,684

6,657
1,490
197,960
199,450

1,047
348,886
349,933

-11,653

-26,270
323,663
330,320
330,320
330,320

187,797
196,481
5,000
191,481
196,481

CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES
-----

Staff costs
Medico-legal report fees
Medical notes and records
Interpretation
Training
Court fees
Consultancy fee
Staff recruitment and training
Travel
Events
Donated professional services
Share of support costs
Share of governance costs

2019
£
264,186
4,674
1,623
4,483
770
518
1,741
4,847
173,408
456,250

2018
£
243,146
5,581
4,461
4,480
683
300
944
458
3,936
170,187
434,176

32,122
2,689

32,180
1,200

491,061

467,556

SUPPORT COSTS

---

Depreciation
Rent and rates
Telephone and fax
Postage, printing and stationery
Insurance
Volunteer expenses
Subscriptions
Website and IT expenditure
Other office costs
Accountancy and payroll
Legal and professional
Independent Examination
and accounts preparation
Trustees Expenses

DONATIONS AND LEGACIES

---

Donations and gifts
Donated professional services
Donations and gifts
Donations

Support
costs £
2,464
18,075
674
2,481
307
1,144
464
4,964
761
788
-

Governance
costs £
224
1,230

2019
£
2,464
18,075
674
2,481
307
1,144
464
4,964
761
788
224
1,230

2018
£
1,051
15,667
1,887
2,094
252
1,449
657
6,359
2,060
704
1,200

Basis
of allocation

32,122

1,235
2,689

1,235
34,811

33,380

Governance

2019
£
59,855
173,408

2018
£
40,763
170,187

59,855
59,855

40,763
40,763

Governance
Governance

IN THE MEDIA 2018/19
FEBRUARY

23rd February:
BBC Look East TV
News – interview
with Emma at Yarl’s
Wood gates while
Diane Abbott MP
was inside visiting
detainees

MARCH

15th March: The
Guardian letter – “End
the inhumanity of
immigration detention”
joint letter with
INQUEST, BID and
Liberty in response to
the HMIP report on
Harmondsworth.

20th April:
International Bar
Association –
“Migration crisis: UK
detention policies
lag behind EU
neighbours”

22nd April: BMJ Rapid
Response by Kris and
Hilary - In response to
“Hunger strike renews
concerns over health in
UK detention centres”
article by Cornelius

MAY

JULY

SEPTEMBER

11th July: The Guardian
– “Sajid Javid told:
‘torture victims driven
to suicide by system’ “

12th September:
The Morning Star
- “Torture victims
unlawfully excluded
by Home Office’s
new definition, High
Court hears”

11th Oct – The
Guardian: “Immigration
detention: ‘You’re not
human to them’– The
Story podcast”

16th Oct - The
Guardian: Letters –
“Unnecessary cruelty
of the UK’s immigration
and asylum system”
- from the BMA and
Medical Justice.

5th Feb 2018: The
Independent – “More
than £500m spent
on UK immigration
detention over four
years”

6th March: The
Guardian –
“Minister defends
threats over Yarl’s
Wood hunger strike”

9th March:
Channel 5 News
interview – piece
about Hunger
strike at Yarl’s
Wood.

20th March:
Channel 5 interview
– with Janahan (exdetainee) and Kris,
just prior to them
both appearing
before the Home
Affairs Committee

APRIL

11th April:
The Guardian
– “Woman
accused of
faking illness
to avoid UK
deportation died
five days later”

22nd May: Morning
Star – ”G4S abuse
victims win right to
a judicial review”

22nd May: The
Guardian – “Former
immigration
detainees can seek
public inquiry over
abuse claims”

22nd May: The
Independent –
“Brook House:
High Court rules
immigration
detainees
abused by G4S
staff can seek
public inquiry”

13th September:
The Times “Judicial review
granted over
Whitehall definition
of torture”

13 September:
Press Association,
as picked up by
Care Appointments
- “Government to
face High Court
challenge over
definition of torture
in immigration
detention”

OCTOBER

11th Oct –
The Guardian:
“Immigration
detention: ‘It’s
basically a death
sentence’ – the
Story podcast “

11th Oct – The
Guardian: “Man to
be removed from
UK so ill Home
Office will send four
medics on flight “

13th Oct – PA
coverage: “Father
being removed
from UK so ill Home
Office is sending
four medics on
flight”

15th Oct – Tamil
Guardian: “UK
orders doctors
to accompany
Tamil man ‘too
unwell’ to be
deported”

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

28th Nov - The
Guardian: Letters
– “The suicide of
Slovenian waiter
Branko Zdravkovic
shows detainees
are being failed
repeatedly”

20th December: The
Guardian, – “Home
Office criticised for
deleting records on
death of detainee”

4th Jan 2019 –
Morning Star:
“Detention centre
watchdog’s
independence
‘compromised’ by
Home Office staff”

22nd May: Press
Association –
“Immigration
centre detainees
win first step in
bid for inquiry into
‘widespread abuse’”

6th March: The
Independent –
“Woman detained
in Yarl’s Wood
after calling police
because ex-partner
threatened to kill
her, reveals MP”

3rd April: The
Independent – “At
least one person a
day is self-harming
in UK detention
centres”

10th Oct – The
Guardian: “Legal
aid access
and no family
separations:
an immigration
detention
wishlist”

THANK YOU
Jo Habib – acting Chair appointed as a trustee June
2018
Dr Hilary Pickles – acting Treasurer appointed as a
trustee September 2018
Tom Southerden - appointed September 2018
STAFF
Emma Ginn – Director
Theresa Schleicher – Casework Manager
Dr Naomi Hartree – Clinical Lead (died April 2018)
Charlotte Mathysse - Caseworker
Lisa Incledon - Caseworker
Sam Tippet – Caseworker
Kris Harris - Research & Policy Worker
Nasrat Sayyad – Casework & Finance Administrator
Elspeth Macdonald – Parliamentary & Research
Analyst (joined January 2019)
Dr Rachel Bingham – Clinical Advisor (joined August
2018)
Dr Mary Kamara – Clinical Advisor (joined August
2018)
EMOTIONAL SUPPORT AND SUPERVISION
Special thanks to Candida Hunt, our fantastic
volunteer who provides us with invaluable support.
Dr Jane Mounty greeting an ex-detainee

A BIG THANKS TO:
Association of Visitors to Immigration Detainees, Bail
for Immigration Detainees, Bhatt Murphy Solicitors,
Birnberg Peirce & Partners, BPP Legal Translation
Service, Deighton Pierce Glynn, Detention Action,
Doughty Street Chambers, Duncan Lewis Solicitors,
Equality and Human Rights Commission, Freedom
From Torture, Garden Court Chambers, Gatwick
Detainee Welfare Group, Helen Bamber Foundation,
Hirst Chambers, Immigration Law Practitioners
Association, INQUEST, Liberty, MIND, Public Law
Project, Royal College of GPs, Royal College of
Midwives, Royal College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists, Royal College of Psychiatrists, SOAS
Detainee Support Group, University of Alcala, Wilson
Solicitors, Women for Refugee Women, Yarl’s Wood
Befrienders.
TRUSTEES
Christine Hogg
Peter Coltman (resigned December 2018)
Dr Hugh Grant-Peterkin
Dr Teresa Wozniak
Stephanie Tonmi
Steve Symonds (resigned July 2018)
Emma Norton
Martha Spurrier

INTERPRETER SUPPORT
Beverley Costa provides fantastic training and support
for our volunteer interpreters
CONSULTANT
Dr Angela Burnett – Responsible Officer for doctors
(joined October 2018)
MEDICAL REVIEWERS
Dr Sarah Chin
Dr Teresa Wozniak
Dr Tim Fetherstone
Dr Thelma Thomas
FUNDERS
We thank our funders, without whom we could not
continue our work: The Bromley Trust, the Esmée
Fairbairn Foundation, Comic Relief, the Joseph
Rowntree Charitable Trust, Trust for London, the Oak
Foundation, Network for Social Change, the Sigrid
Rausing Trust, the Sam and Bella Sebba Charitable
Trust, SC and ME Morlands Charitable Trust, and
Lloyds Bank Foundation.

VOLUNTEERS AND
SUPPORTERS
Julian Rycroft
Kate Wrigley
Kathryn Allinson
Medical Justice is
Laura Kemmis
completely reliant on a
Liza
small army of incredibly
dedicated volunteer medics,Kouyoumjian- Stanton
lawyers, detainee visitors Lotte Hardman
Mags O’Donovan
and interpreters. Many
Marian Messih
of our busy volunteers
Marianna Turner
have full-time jobs and
Mary Walsh
family responsibilities,
but manage to somehow Miriam Beeks
squeeze in work on behalf Neil Singh
of detainees. Some devote Nuri Gene-Cos
Partha Das
a number of precious
evenings or even days each Payam Torabi
Petra Makela
week to Medical Justice
and the detainees. Some Rachel Hopkins
volunteers are supposedly Rebecca Marcus
“retired”, yet it may not feel Reem Shafiq
Rosie Townsend
like it.
Ruth Sagovsky
VOLUNTEER CLINICIANS Ruth Wilson
Sarah Boehm
Sharon Kane
Abbas Zaidi
Sophie Quarshie
Abby Seltzer
Thanos Tsapas
Amy Chisholm
Trent Hertman
Angelina Jayakumar
Val Hawes
Angharad Spencer
Victoria Lilford
Anoushka Mehrotra
Zoe Hyde
Beata Godlewska
Brian Briggs
VOLUNTEER
Caroline Barry
INTERPRETERS
Charlie Musters
Claire Rees
Aga Mytowska
Daniel Cooper
Angie Ng
Doug Fink
Beverley Costa
Eileen Walsh
Claudia Livesey
Fatema Ibrahimi
Cuong Pham
Felicity Hughes
Dashini Sukumaran
Flora Elwes
Diana Bisiuk
Heather Dipple
Fan Li
Helen Cowan
Hala Hashem
Helen Hopwood
Latifa Chentouf
Helen Price
Misba Parvaiz
Helen Richardson
Mohamed Aly
Helen Salisbury
Nick Salter
Helena Bond
Saba Geressu
Hilary Pickles
Sharmidha Mahendiran
Hugh Grant-Peterkin
Tatiana Ten
Indrajit Ghosh
Thaira Mhearban
Iona Steen
Usha Hull
Jane Mounty
Weronika Bojko
Jenny Webb
Xin Chen
Joe Bourdillon-Schicker
Xinyu Yao

The Trustees

The Staff

Basic training session with volunteer clinicians

Advanced training session with volunteer clinicians

DONATE
You can donate by debit/credit card, cheque, standing order or electronic transfer. You can set
up a monthly payment from the JustGiving webpage https://www.justgiving.com/medicaljustice/
Donations by electronic transfer to the account shown below, or by cheque, which should be made
out to “Medical Justice Network Limited” and posted to below the address.
Thank you - your support can make a real difference!
GET INVOLVED
•

Clinicians – doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists, and mental health nurses can visit immigration
detainees and/or assist remotely. We hold Medical Justice clinicians training days about 3 times
a year.

•

Interpreters – needed to speak to detainees on the phone or visit with doctors. We especially need
speakers of Urdu, Vietnamese, Pashtu, Dari, Bengali, Albanian, Turkish, Kurdish, Tigrinya, Amharic
and Tamil

•

Lawyers - we frequently need lawyers to represent our clients, sometimes pro bono and often to
challenge urgent Removal Directions.

•

Supporters - could visit immigration detainees and make referrals to Medical Justice.

Medical Justice Network Limited
Post: 86 Durham Road, London, N7 7DT
Company Registration No. 6073571 Registered charity No. 1132072
Bank: CAF Bank Sort-code 40-52-40, Account Number 00021167
General inquiries: info@medicaljustice.org.uk
Medical inquiries and referrals: med@medicaljustice.org.uk
Phone: 0207 561 7498 Fax: 08450 529370 Website: http://www.medicaljustice.org.uk/
Director: Emma Ginn on emma.ginn@medicaljustice.org.uk

